Simple Tech Description for the Soundman

Mandolin and Guitar Only: mandolin stage left, guitar stage right
DI Box and 1/4" cable for both instruments
Microphone for both instruments
Talking mic stage left for the mandolin player



FULL RIDER:
Rio Con Brio
Technical Requirements

The following is to be considered a material part of the attached contract:

1.Presenter will provide a professional quality sound system including:
	MIXING BOARD: at least 16 channels with 2 aux sends.
	MICROPHONES: 2 SM58 or equivalent (vocal mics), 2 SM57 or equivalent (inst. Mics)
	DIRECT INPUT BOXES: 2, each with quarter inch cable provided
	MONITORS: 2 wedges, with 2 separate mixes.

2.	Presenter will provide ground transportation for 2 people.

3.	Presenter will provide 2 hotel rooms at a 3-star or greater hotel.

4.	Presenter will provide 2 straight-back chairs (no arms) and two guitar stands.

5.	Presenter will provide two private dressing rooms that can be locked during show.

6.	Presenter will provide adequate access to the hall for equipment set-up and soundcheck,
	including a legal or off-road parking space accessible to stage loading bay. And a detailed map, showing venue and major access roads.  Presenter will provide the Artist adequate time with the sound crew for an undisturbed soundcheck, hall to be locked and private during the soundcheck.

7.	HOSPITALITY: Presenter will provide tea, coffee, milk & sugar, one six-pack of craft-	brewed beer, mineral water and sandwiches and fruit for 2 people.



Description of Rio Con Brio for the Emcee:

	Rio Con Brio captivates audiences around the country with their intimate performance of the beautiful and esoteric Brazilian repertoire known as choro, the early 20th Century street music of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.  Influenced by equal parts Afro-Brazilian rhythms and the contemporary cafe music of Italy, France, Spain and Portugal, choro is both exotic and familiar, evoking in turn the carnival of Rio and the cafés of Paris.  
	Guitarist Mike Burdette and mandolinist Tim Connell exhibit finesse and passion in their playing, while displaying a sincere love of the choro repertoire and connection to their audience.  An evening with Rio Con Brio is a delightful tour of European and New World music as experienced by the mandolin and guitar and as told by two soulful, intelligent, modern musicians - a beautiful intersection of Brazilian rhythm, classical technique and jazz improvisation.

 



